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Ice cores give wonderful climate records:

• Age from counting annual layers (checked many ways!);

• Snow accumulation from layer thicknesses;

• Temperature at site in several ways;

• Trapped bubbles of old air with swamp-gas methane, etc.;

• All on common time scale;

• Wind-blown dust, sea-salt, etc. from elsewhere;
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Many other sources of info. on past climate:

• Tree rings, ocean sediments, cave formations, packrat
middens, and more;

Use knowledge of past climates to:

• Learn what to put in models;

• Assess possibilities: something that happened is possible.

• Test models that predict future;

Ice Age Cycles:

• Global - and approximately globally synchronous
• Timing matches timing of orbital variations
• Can be modeled with some skill if CO2 is specified
• We know the CO2 changed, but how?
• Models tend to underestimate changes
• Which suggests that models are under-sensitive
• With implications for forecasts of future climate 

change
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LGM: model vs data

Many of the changes in the 
paleoclimate record were 

abrupt
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The paleoclimatic record of the Holocene points to 
episodes that were:

• Abrupt - not expected

• Unprecedented in magnitude - in the       
experience of societies affected

• Persistent - lasting long enough to exceed usual 
remedies

societal disruption or collapse
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Source: Cullen et al., 2000
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Source: Verschuren et al., 2000
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Abrupt Climate Changes

• Real - they happened
• Large - 1/3 to 1/2 of glacial/interglacial changes
• Global (as far as we can tell)
• Rapid - in as little as 10 years (meaning big changes 

every year)
• Repeated - not unusual with the long view
• In warm times, not just ice ages
• No satisfactory theory for them
• Our models (the ones we rely on to predict the future) 

do not generate them
• Societies have often not survived them

The Anthropocene Age:

A Human-dominated geological  
episode…with a global imprint

P. Crutzen & E. Stoermer, 2000
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Today…

• 1.4B cattle….with a global impact on CH4 levels…

• SO2 release is ~160Tg yr-1…~2x all natural 
emissions…

• More N2 fixed synthetically & applied as fertilizer 
than is fixed naturally in all terrestrial ecosystems…

• Half of all accessible freshwater is used by 
mankind…impacts on rivers, 
groundwater….depletion & contamination…

.

• Species extinction rate has increased by 
orders of magnitude within the last 200 
years…

• Toxic substances contaminate many 
regions…

• Man-made gases have depleted stratospheric 
ozone levels…

• Vast quantities of fossil carbon are returned 
to the atmosphere each year (~6.3 Gt/C yr-1)

• CO2 radiative forcing is now ~1.5W m-2

SPM 1a

Variations of the Earth’s surface temperature 
for the past 140 years
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SPM 1b

Variations of the Earth’s surface temperature 
for the past 1,000 years

Kilimanjaro 1970

Kilimanjaro 2000
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Source: Raynaud et al., 2003

1998
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Northern hemisphere mean annual temperatures of the 
last millennium… and the next century

TODAY

Range of
IPCC 
estimates

SPM 3
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Sea-level transgression scenarios for Bangladesh

Adapted from Milliman et al. (1989).
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QuickTime™ and a
Photo - JPEG decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

CLIMATE VARIATIONS - El Niño

Impacts on Health
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The 1997/98 El Niño Strongest on Record*

*As shown by changes in sea-surface temperature (relative to the 1961-1990 average) for 
the eastern tropical Pacific off Peru

El Niño years

La Niña years

BW 14
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iri.columbia.edu
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• The climate record shows many examples of rapid 
changes in both glacial and warm times

• These abrupt climate changes have had major 
impacts on civilizations

• Models do not simulate these changes; they appear 
to be less sensitive than nature
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• We are in the Anthropocene Age

• and we are not getting out of it any time soon

• There will be surprises; sudden surprises

• Do models underestimate what lies ahead of us?

• It is difficult to disentangle current effects of 
greenhouse warming and natural variations

• Natural variations such as El Niño have profound 
impacts on human affairs, including health

• Predictions of El Niño have been used to mitigate 
impacts

Will we apply what we have learned 
to

CLIMATE CHANGE?


